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OV/2-4 . Major Results from Wendeistein 7-AS Stellarator

F. Wagner, Max-Planck-Institut flir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Assoc., Garching/Greifswald, Ger-
many
Contact: egelingCgipp. mp9. de

Abstract: W7-AS operates with an island divertor, which utilises the natural edge islands of the low-shear
stellarator configuration to divert the plasma. High densities (up to 4 x 10 2

OM-
3 ) and partly detached

divertor conditions have been attained. The details of the divertor operation will he described along with
the 3D-efforts to model the divertor observations. At a density beyond 1.5 x 10 2

Om-
3 another confinement

bifurcation appears, which allows steady state operation at good energy and low impurity confinement.
The transition is possible from a state of normal confinement or from ELMy or quiescent H-modes. Starting
with normal confinement, bifurcation is initiated by a broadening of the density profile. This regime can
easily be heated above cut-off by ECRH using electron-bernstein-wave mode conversion. The highest beta-
values (>3%) are achieved at high density. The relevance of the W7-AS data for Wendelstein 7-X and the
Helias-reactor will be discussed.

XA0203040

OV/3-1 . Progress in Direct-Drive Laser Fusion Using GEKKO XII/PW Facility

T. Yamanaka, Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University , Osaka, Japan
Contact: tyamagile. osaka-u. ac.jp

Abstract: Extensive studies have been carried out for the fast-ignitor laser fusion which can provide
one of the most feasible short tracks in the fusion energy development. We have upgraded the heating
laser up to 1 PW(500 J/500 fs) and have started comprehensive studies on the transport of high current
relativistic electron beam in the dense plasma. Substantial heating of the core plasma up to 1 keV is
expected with implosion plasma produced by the Gekko XII laser. We have experimentally obtained for
the first time all parameters to decide the growth rate of Rayleigh-Taylor instability using the HIPER
irradiation system which can generate ablation pressure up to 60 M\1bar and newly developed advanced
x-ray diagnostic tools. We have proposed the FIREX (Fast Ignitor Realization Experiment) program for
demonstrating the proof-of-principle of fast ignitor scheme. By the irradiation of '-1O kJ/2-10 ps laser onto
a DT core plasma formed by the GEKKO-XII, we are aiming at temperature of >8 keV and the fusion
gain near unity.

XA02 03041
OV/3-2 . Fusion Energy Research with Lasers, Direct Drive Targets, and Dry Wall Chambers

J. D. Sethian, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC, USA
Contact: ethian~this.nrl navy mil

Abstract: We are carrying out a coordinated, focussed effort to develop Laser Inertial Fusion Energy.
The key components are developed in concert with one another and the science and engineering issues
are addressed concurrently. Significant progress has been made in this program: We are evaluating target
designs that show it could be possible to achieve the high gains (> 100) needed for a practical fusion system.
These have a low density CH foam that is wicked with solid DT, and overcoated with a thin high-Z layer.
Significant advances have been made with the two types of laser are being developed: Krypton Fluoride
(KrF) gas lasers and Diode Pumped Solid State Lasers (DPPSL). Both have the potential to meet the
fusion energy requirements for rep-rate, efficiency, durability and cost. This talk will also present the
advances in target fabrication (advanced foams and high Z overcoats), target injection (new facility for
target injection and tracking studies), final optics (aluminum at grazing incidence has high reflectivity and
exceeds required laser damage threshold), and development of chamber operating windows (target survival
plus no wall erosion). * Sponsored by the US DOE, NNSA/DP


